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Abstract— In this paper a comparative analysis between
the human and three robotic hands is conducted. A series
of metrics are introduced to quantify anthropomorphism
and assess robot’s ability to mimic the human hand.
In order to quantify anthropomorphism we choose to
compare human and robot hands in two different levels:
comparing finger phalanges workspaces and comparing
workspaces of the fingers base frames. The final score
of anthropomorphism uses a set of weighting factors
that can be adjusted according to the specifications of
each study, providing always a normalized score between
0 (non-anthropomorphic) and 1 (human-identical). The
proposed methodology can be used in order to grade
the human-likeness of existing and new robotic hands,
as well as to provide specifications for the design of the
next generation of anthropomorphic hands. Those hands
can be used for human robot interaction applications,
humanoids or even prostheses.
Index Terms: Anthropomorphism, Robot Hands, Kinematics, Workspace Analysis.

I. I NTRODUCTION
Over the last years the field of robot hands design has received increased attention. Anthropomorphic characteristics
(e.g. appearance, links lengths), use of light-weight, low-cost
and flexible materials and synergistic actuation are some of
the current trends. The aforementioned interest, is motivated
by the fact that robot hands can be used to a number of
everyday life applications, from myoelectric prostheses and
teleoperation, to human robot interaction and humanoids.
Despite the numerous studies conducted in the past in the
field of robot hands design, there is a lack of information
regarding anthropomorphism of robot hands. How can we
define “anthropomorphism” ? Is it possible to discriminate
if a robot hand is more anthropomorphic than another ? How
can anthropomorphism be helpful ? Those are some of the
fundamental questions that will be raised and addressed in
this paper.
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Regarding previous attempts to analyze the anthropomorphism of robotic hands, there are some interesting studies
conducted in [1] and [2] where an index of anthropomorphism is proposed as the weighted sum of kinematics,
contact surfaces and size scores. Although this study takes
many robot attributes into consideration, it doesn’t provide
a workspace analysis of the human and the robot fingers,
comparing them only in terms of number of fingers and
phalanges available, and even more it doesn’t incorporate
fingers base frames mobility in the computation of the score
of anthropomorphism. In [3] a review of performance characteristics for commercial prosthetic and anthropomorphic
robotic hands is conducted. Authors perform a qualitative
analysis, focusing on the mechanical characteristics of a wide
set of robot hands.
Recent quantitative studies [4] and [5], use Gaussian
Process - Latent Variable Models (GP-LVM) to represent
in low-dimensional manifolds the human and robot hand
workspaces and compare them. Authors use only fingertip
positions in their analysis, without taking into account the
configurations of the fingers, the lengths of the phalanges,
or the mobility of the human fingers base frames, which is
of outmost importance for specific grasp types. Regarding
workspaces analysis, in [6] a comparison is performed between a haptic interface and the reachable workspace of the
human arm, using the reachability map proposed in [7]. Such
an analysis focuses on the position of the tool center point
(TCP) in 3D space, discriminating not only the reachable
and the dexterous workspaces as defined in [8] but also
a capability map for the whole space, without taking into
account the human to robot link-to-link comparison, that we
want to perform for the case of the robot hand. Regarding
human hand workspace analysis, in [9] the authors propose
a methodology that can be used to quantify the functional
workspace of the precision thumb - finger grasp, defined as
the range of all possible positions in which thumb fingertip
and each fingertip can simultaneously contact each other.
In this paper we propose a methodology for quantifying
anthropomorphism of robot hands motion. We use a series
of metrics based on finger workspace analysis assessing
the relative coverages of human and robot finger phalanges
workspaces as well as human and robot fingers base frames
workspaces. The linear combination of the proposed metrics,
can be adjusted according to the specification of the study
resulting to a normalized score of anthropomorphism (i.e.
human-likeness). Three different robotic hands are examined,
in order to test the efficacy of the proposed methodology
and a series of simulated paradigms of the different types of
workspaces are provided.
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III. K INEMATICS
A. Kinematic Model of the Human Hand

Fig. 1. Relationship between the mapping and anthropomorphism quantification problems.

The rest of the document is organized as follows: Section
II focuses on the role and the different notions of anthropomorphism, Section III presents the human hand kinematic
model, the robot hands and the correspondences between the
human and robot fingers, Section IV focuses on the methods
proposed to quantify anthropomorphism and compare robot
hands in terms of human-likeness, Section V presents the
results of the introduced metrics of anthropomorphism for a
series of robot hands, while Section VI concludes the paper.
II. T HE ROLE OF A NTHROPOMORPHISM
The essence of anthropomorphism as described in [10], is
“to imbue the imagined or real behavior of nonhuman agents
with human-like characteristics, motivations, intentions and
emotions”. Anthropomorphism is derived from the Greek
word anthropos (i.e. human) and the Greek word morphe (i.e.
form). Regarding the perceived similarity, we can distinguish
at least between two dimensions of similarity for anthropomorphism, similarity in motion and similarity in morphology.
Recently we proposed Functional Anthropomorphism for human to robot motion mapping [11]. Functional anthropomorphism concerns a mapping approach that has as first priority
to guarantee the execution of a specific functionality in taskspace and then having accomplished such a prerequisite to
optimize anthropomorphism of structure or form, minimizing
some “distance” between the human and robot motion. The
problem of quantifying anthropomorphism of robot hands
motion is a “complementary” problem of mapping, because
when a robotic artifact is “human-identical” the mapping
problem becomes easy, as seen in Fig. 1.
But a justified question is: Why do we need anthropomorphism in the first place ? The last decade we experience an
increasing demand for human robot interaction applications,
so anthropomorphism becomes a necessity for two main reasons; safety and social connection through robot likeability.
Moreover, for the case of robot hands, we must take into
consideration the fact, that everyday life objects are designed
to be manipulated by the human hand. Thus, the pursue of
human-like design becomes a necessity not only to mimic
the human hand in terms of appearance (morphological
similarity), but also in order to incorporate in the robotic
hand design those human specifications (e.g. kinematics),
according to which the objects surrounding us have been
crafted. Meeting those requirements, we will also manage
to maximize robot hands ability to grasp and manipulate
everyday life objects, following the “directions” provided by
the nature’s most versatile end-effector, the human hand.

The kinematic model of the human hand that we use
consists of 25 DoFs, five DoFs for the thumb, four DoFs
for index and middle fingers and six DoFs for each one of
the ring and pinky fingers. We use 6 DoFs for the ring and
pinky fingers of the human hand model, in order to take
into account the mobility of the carpometacarpal bones of
the palm, that results to varying positions for the fingers
base frames. Although human hand digit lengths, are quite
easy to be measured, expressing the base of each finger
relatively to the base of the wrist is a difficult problem,
which requires advance techniques such as fMRI [12]. In
this paper we use the parametric models for each human
digit (derived from hand anthropometry studies) [13], [14]
and [15], in order to define the lengths for all phalanges of
the human hand. Moreover we incorporate the kinematics of
the carpometacarpal bones as defined in [16], in the proposed
human hand model in order to be able to compute the
workspace of the human fingers base frames. The parametric
models depend on specific parameters of the human hand that
are the hand length (HL) and the hand breadth (HB). In this
study we set both the HL and the HB parameters, to the mean
value of the men and women 50th percentiles, according to
the hand anthropometry study conducted in [17].
B. Robot Hands
Three quite different robot hands are examined in this
study (due to space constraints). The five fingered DLR/HIT
II (DLR - German Aerospace Center) [18], the Shadow
Robot Hand (Shadow) [19] and the Barrett Hand (Barrett
Technology Inc.) [20], that appear in Fig. 2.
Shadow Hand

Fig. 2.

DLR/HIT II

Barrett Hand

The robot hands examined in this study.

C. Defining the Correspondences between Human and Robot
Hands Components
In this study, we consider each human and robot finger
as a typical finger with two or three joints and three or
four DoFs respectively (one for abduction/adduction and two
or three for flexion/extension). In case that a robot finger
has more degrees of freedom we consider that these DoFs
contribute to the positioning of its base frame and we include
them in the analysis during human and robot fingers base
frames workspaces comparison. Thus human thumb is used
for finger phalanges workspaces analysis, as a finger with
two joints and three DoFs (one for abduction/adduction and
two for flexion/extension) and the rest human fingers are
used as fingers with three joints and four DoFs (one for
abduction/adduction and three for flexion/extension). If a
robot hand has fingers with more than four DoFs (e.g. the
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pinky finger of Shadow hand [19]), we consider the rest
as DoFs of the palm that contribute to the positioning of
its fingers base frames. In order to compare human and
robot fingers phalanges workspaces we must first define the
correspondences between human and robot components. For
example it’s quite typical for a robot hand to have less than
five fingers or less than three phalanges per finger [20]. To
handle such situations we propose to map human to robot
fingers with an order of significance starting from thumb
and index, to middle, ring and pinky. Such a choice is
justified by the fact that thumb, index and middle are the
most important fingers participating in the various grasp
types according to grasp taxonomy studies [21], [22], while
ring and pinky appear to be subsidiary. Regarding the robot
to human phalanges correspondence we follow a similar
approach, assigning first the distal, then the proximal and
finally the middle phalanx. In case that we have to find the
correspondences for a robot hand with more than five fingers,
we use the combination of consequent fingers that gives
the highest score of anthropomorphism and if we have to
find correspondences for a robot finger with more than three
phalanges, we keep some joints fixed to zero, formulating
those virtual phalanges that give once again the highest score
of anthropomorphism.
IV. M ETHODS
A. Convex Hulls
The convex hull of a set of points S in three dimensions is
the intersection of all convex sets containing S. For N points
s1 , s2 , ..., sN {
, the convex hull C is given by the expression:
}
C≡

N

N

∑ ak sk : ak ≥ 0 for all k and ∑ ak = 1

(1)

k=1
Rn forms

k=1

The convex hull of a finite point set S ∈
a convex
polytope in Rn . Each s ∈ S such that s ∈
/ Conv(S\{s}) is
called a vertex of Conv(S). In fact, a convex polytope in Rn
is the convex hull of its vertices. When S ∈ R3 as in our case,
the convex hull is in general the minimal convex polyhedron
S ⊆ R3 that contains all the points in the set and which is
the set of solutions to a{finite system of}linear inequalities:
P = s ∈ R3 : As ≤ b
(2)
where m is the number of half-spaces defining the polytope,
A is an mxn matrix, s is an nx1 column vector of variables,
and b is an mx1 column vector of constants. To compute the
exact volume of a polytope P, it must be decomposed into
simplices, following the simplex volume formula:
|det(s2 − s1 , ..., sn − s1 )|
Vol(∆(s1 , ..., sn )) =
(3)
n!
where ∆(s1 , ..., sn ) denotes the simplex in Rn with vertices
s1 , ..., sn ∈ Rn . Moreover, when the triangulation method is
used to decompose the polytope into simplices, then the
volume of P is simply the sum of simplices volumes:

B. Quantifying Anthropomorphism of Robot Hands
In order to quantify anthropomorphism of robot hands, we
must first answer the question What are those characteristics
that make the human hand the most dexterous and versatile
end-effector known ? One main advantage of the human
hand, is its ability to move the fingers base frames, using the
mobility of the carpometacarpal bones. More specifically, a
series of power - prehensile grasps, such as the circular grasp
or the lateral pinch, are typical examples, where the mobility
of the human fingers base frames is of outmost importance.
Thus, we choose to compare human and robot hands in two
different levels: comparing finger phalanges workspaces and
comparing human and robot fingers base frames workspaces.
1) Workspaces Computation: In order to quantify robot
fingers anthropomorphism, we choose to perform a one-toone comparison between the workspaces of human and robot
fingers. For doing so, we need three sets of points SD , SM ,
SP ∈ R3 for each human and robot finger, that contain the
boundary points of the workspaces of the distal, middle (i.e.
intermediate) and proximal phalanges respectively. Human
thumb doesn’t have a middle phalanx, so the SM point set
is excluded, while thumb’s workspace computation follows
the same procedure. In order to conclude to these sets, we
set some DoFs fixed to zero and we compute the forward
kinematics of each finger while exploring the joint space of
the moving DoFs. More specifically to compute set SP we
keep DoFs 3 and 4 fixed to zero, to compute set SM we keep
DoFs 2 and 4 fixed to zero and to compute SD we keep DoFs
2 and 3 fixed to zero. DoF 1 (abduction/adduction) is always
active, as it contributes to the workspaces of all phalanges.
To proceed to workspace computation we discretize the joint
space of active DoFs using a step of Rn , where usually n=20
degrees and R is the range of motion. Then we compute the
forward kinematics for all n2 possible configurations (where
2 is always the number of the active DoFs). SP is the set
containing all possible joint 2 positions as well as joint 1
static position, SM is the set containing all possible joint 2
and joint 3 positions, while finally SD is the set containing all
possible joint 3 and fingertip positions. Then, the computed
sets of points SP , SM and SD are used to create the convex
hulls of the phalanges workspaces, as depicted in Fig. 3.
3D Points
Proximal (SHIP )

Distal (SHID )

Convex Hulls
Proximal (SHIP )

N

Vol(P) = ∑ Vol(∆(i))

Middle (SHIM )

Middle (SHIM )

Distal (SHID )

(4)

i=1

There are plenty of methods available to compute the convex
hull of a set S of points. In this study we choose to use the
well known quickhull algorithm for convex hulls, that has
been proposed in [23].

Fig. 3.
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Workspace creation per phalanx for index finger of human hand.

Regarding the computation of robot fingers base frames
anthropomorphism, we choose to perform a one-to-one
comparison between human and robot fingers base frames
workspaces. Human and robot base frames differ not only
in positions but also in orientations (relatively to the global
reference frame at the center of the wrist), so in order to compute anthropomorphism of fingers base frames, we choose
to compare human and robot finger bases frames positions
and orientations workspaces. For doing so, we need a set
of points SBFP containing the boundary points of positions
workspaces and a set SBFO containing the boundary points
of orientations workspaces (in SBFO points are represented in
euler angles). Once again, the workspaces are created using
the palm forward kinematics and discretizing the joint space
with a step of Rn (usually n=20) degrees, where R is the
range of motion. Such workspaces will be computed using
the robot forward kinematics, only if the robot hand has at
least one DoF contributing to the mobility of the fingers
base frames. If robot base frames are fixed [18] then the
fingers base frames positions “workspace” will be computed
as the convex hull created by the five static robot fingers
base frames positions, while the orientations “workspace”
will be computed as the convex hull created by the five static
robot fingers base frames orientations. Finally regarding
forward kinematics, we use a simple and systematic approach
to assign the DH parameters using any type of notation
available (i.e. standard or modified), as described in [24].
2) Finger Phalanges Workspaces Comparison: Let SHID
be the set of points of the human index distal phalanx
(HID) and SRID the set of points of the robot index distal
(RID) phalanx. We compute the convex hull of the human
index distal phalanx workspace CHID , and the convex hull
of the robot index distal phalanx workspace CRID . In order
to quantify anthropomorphism of each robot finger, we
propose to compare the workspaces of its phalanges with the
workspaces of the equivalent human finger phalanges. Thus
for index finger, we compute the intersection and the union of
the human and robot workspaces for each phalanx. Let CDI =
CRID ∩ CHID , be the intersection of the human and robot
index distal phalanges workspaces and CDU = CRID ∪ CHID
be the union of the human and robot index distal phalanges
workspaces. Then, anthropomorphism for the distal phalanx
of index finger (AID ) is computed as follows:1
Vol(CDI )
AID =
100 (%)
(5)
Vol(CDU )
Equivalently for index finger, we quantify anthropomorphism
for middle phalanx (AIM ) and proximal phalanx (AIP ).
3) Fingers Total Score: In order to conclude to the
anthropomorphic score for the whole index finger (AI ), we
use a weighted sum of the scores of its phalanges:
wID AID + wIM AIM + wIP AIP
(%)
(6)
AI =
wID + wIM + wIP
1 In this paper we use a series of fractions with numerator always
the volume of the intersection of the human and robot workspaces and
denominator the volume of their union. So in order not to penalize the case
a robot hand to be more dexterous than the human hand, if a robot hand
has a joint with joint limits greater than human, we change them in order
to be equal with the human limits.

where wID +wIM +wIP = 1, wID , wIM , wIP ≥ 0 are the weights
for each phalanx and can be set subjectively according to the
specifications of each study. The same procedure can be used
to quantify anthropomorphism of robot middle (AM ), robot
ring (AR ), robot pinky (AP ) and robot thumb (AT ).
4) Fingers Base Frames Positions Comparison: In order
to compute the level of anthropomorphism of the robot
fingers base frames positions, we choose to compare the
human and robot fingers base frames positions workspaces.
For doing so, we use the convex hulls created by the human
fingers base frames positions and the robot fingers base
frames positions. Then, we compute the intersection of the
human and robot fingers base frames positions convex hulls:
CBFPI = CRBFP ∩CHBFP
(7)
where CRBFP is the convex hull of the robot fingers base
frames positions, CHBFP is the convex hull of the human
fingers base frames positions and CBFPI is the convex hull of
their intersection. The union of these convex hulls (CBFPU ),
can be defined as:
CBFPU = CHBFP ∪CRBFP
(8)
In order to compute the level of anthropomorphism of robot
fingers base frames positions (ABFP ), we proceed as follows:
vol(CBFPI )
ABFP =
100 (%)
(9)
vol(CBFPU )
5) Fingers Base Frames Orientations Comparison: In
order to compute the level of anthropomorphism of the
robot fingers base frames orientations workspace, we choose
to compare the convex hulls created by the human fingers
base frames orientations and the robot fingers base frames
orientations. More specifically we compute the intersection
of the human and robot convex hulls:
CBFOI = CRBFO ∩CHBFO
(10)
where CRBFO is the robot fingers base frames orientations
convex hull, CHBFO is the human fingers base frames orientations convex hull and CBFOI is the convex hull of their
intersection. The union of human and the robot fingers base
frames orientations convex hulls (CBFOU ), can be defined as:
CBFOU = CHBFO ∪CRBFO
(11)
To compute the level of anthropomorphism of robot fingers
base frames orientations (ABFO ), we proceed as follows:
vol(CBFOI )
ABFO =
100 (%)
(12)
vol(CBFOU )
6) Fingers Base Frames Total Score: In order to conclude
to the fingers base frames total score, we use a weighted
sum of the base frames positions score and the base frames
orientations score, as follows:
wBFP ABFP + wBFO ABFO
(%)
(13)
ABF =
wBFP + wBFO
wBFP , wBFO are the base frames positions and orientations
scores weights, where wBFP +wBFO = 1 and wBFP , wBFO ≥ 0.
7) Total Score of Anthropomorphism: In order to compute
the total score of anthropomorphism for each robot hand
(AR ), we use a weighted sum of the computed scores for the
robot fingers and the robot fingers base frames, as follows:
+wR AR +wP AP +wT AT +wBF ABF
AR = wI AI +wMwAI M+w
(%) (14)
M +wR +wP +wT +wBF
where
wI + wM + wR + wP + wT + wBF = 1,
wI , wM , wR , wP , wT , wBF ≥ 0 are the weights for the
robot fingers scores and the robot fingers base frames score
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TABLE I

respectively and can be also set subjectively according to
the specifications of each study. Weights must be chosen
according to the relative importance of each part of the
hand. For example, the index, the middle and the thumb
fingers can be considered more important that the ring and
the pinky, while the fingers base frames weight must be
quite high, because the ability of fingers base frames to
move is a key factor of human hand’s dexterity.

S CORE OF A NTHROPOMORPHISM FOR ALL ROBOT H ANDS AND
H YPOTHETICAL ROBOT H AND (HROBOT ), FOR E ACH F INGER AND
E ACH P HALANX
Barrett
Middle
Ring
20.80%
0%
6.93%
-

Index
18.89%
0%
6.30%

Proximal
Middle
Distal
Total

Pinky
-

Thumb
0%
0%
0%

V. R ESULTS AND S IMULATIONS
In order to compute and visualize the convex hulls as well
as their unions and intersections we used the multiparametric
toolbox (MPT) [25], together with the ninth version of
Robotics Toolbox developed and distributed by Peter Corke
[26]. In Fig. 4 the kinematic models of the human hand and
the three robot hands are presented together with the convex
hulls of their fingers base frames positions workspaces.
Human Hand

Barrett

DLR/HIT II

Shadow

Fig. 4. Human hand and robot hands kinematic models and fingers base
frames positions convex hulls.

Fig. 5 and Fig. 6 present comparisons between the fingers
base frames positions workspaces and the fingers base frames
orientations workspaces for human and robot hands, while
Table I presents the score of anthropomorphism for each
phalanx of each finger and the total score per finger.
Barrett

DLR/HIT II

Shadow

DLR/HIT II

46.50%
40.86%
34.33%
40.56%

DLR/HIT II
55.80% 67.74%
37.08% 65.60%
57.48% 76.02%
50.12% 69.79%

28.33%
16.28%
0.9%
15.17%

16.35 %
0%
8.18%

Proximal
Middle
Distal
Total

45.27%
40.86%
52.81%
46.31%

Shadow
43.02% 80.85%
27.59% 53.43%
39.19% 70.21%
36.60% 68.16%

49.18%
47.61%
22.07%
39.62%

15.77%
22.72%
19.25%

Proximal
Middle
Distal
Total

75.13%
86.49%
66.55%
76.06%

HRobot
75.13% 75.13%
87.09% 86.93%
61.01% 57.42%
74.41% 73.16%

75.13%
86.87%
68.59%
76.86%

75.13%
88.66%
81.90%

Shadow hand is reported to be the most anthropomorphic
of the robot hands compared, mainly because of the mobility
of the thumb and pinky fingers base frames. The high score
of the hypothetical robot hand remains a goal for robot hand
designers. Table IV assesses the effect of the workspace
sampling resolution (expressed as the discretization of the
range of motion R), on the score of anthropomorphism.
TABLE II

Fig. 5. Comparison of human hand (red) and robot hands (black) fingers
base frames positions convex hulls. Results can be found in Table II.

Barrett

Proximal
Middle
Distal
Total

S CORE OF A NTHROPOMORPHISM OF F INGERS BASE F RAMES FOR ALL
ROBOT H ANDS AND H YPOTHETICAL ROBOT H AND (HROBOT )

Shadow

Positions
Orientations
Total

Fig. 6. Comparison of human hand (red) and robot hands (black) fingers
base frames orientations convex hulls. Results can be found in Table II.

Results in Table I are reported for all three robot hands
and a hypothetical robot hand that “follows” human hand
specifications, but with size equal to the 110% of the human
hand (like DLR/HIT II). The fingers phalanges weights were
set to 13 , except thumb phalanges weights that were set to 12 .
Table II presents the score of anthropomorphism of the
palm’s mobility quantified via the comparison of human and
robot fingers base frames positions workspaces and fingers
base frames orientations workspaces, for all five robot hands
using weights: wBFP = 12 and wBFO = 12 . Table III, presents
the overall score of anthropomorphism for each robot hand,
as the weighted sum of the aforementioned metrics, using
weights: wI = 0.2, wM = 0.2, wR = 0.05, wP = 0.05, wT =
0.2, wBF = 0.3.

Barrett
44.21%
7.34%
25.78%

DLR/HIT II
16.85%
0.4%
8.62%

TABLE III
T OTAL S CORE OF A NTHROPOMORPHISM FOR

Shadow
33.41%
60.67%
47.04%

ALL

HRobot
75.13%
100%
87.57%

ROBOT H ANDS AND

H YPOTHETICAL ROBOT H AND (HROBOT )
Barrett
10.38%

DLR/HIT II
26.61%

Shadow
39.93%

HRobot
80.24%

TABLE IV
E FFECT OF W ORKSPACE S AMPLING R ESOLUTION ON
A NTHROPOMORPHIC I NDEX C OMPARING H UMAN VS S HADOW H AND
FOR ALL I NDEX F INGER P HALANGES (R = R ANGE OF M OTION )
Resolution
Score

R/5
46.564

R/10
46.331

R/15
46.300

R/20
46.288

R/25
46.284

R/30
46.282

Finally in Fig. 7, we present a comparison between the
finger phalanges workspaces for the human hand and the
three robot hands.
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Thumb
Barrett

DLR/HIT II

Shadow

Index

Middle

Ring
DLR/HIT II

Shadow

Pinky

Fig. 7. Phalanges workspaces comparison for human hand (red convex
hulls and blue kinematics chains) and robot hands (black convex hulls and
red kinematic chains). The comparisons scores can be found in Table I.

VI. D ISCUSSION AND C ONCLUSIONS
In this paper we proposed a systematic approach to
quantify anthropomorphism of robot hands. A comparison
is performed taking into account those specifications that
make the human hand the most dexterous and versatile endeffector known (e.g. opposable thumb, palm mobility etc.).
More specifically we chose to compare human and robot
hands in two different levels; comparing finger phalanges
workspaces and comparing workspaces of the fingers base
frames. The analysis was based on computational geometry
and set theory methods. The efficacy of our method is
validated, comparing three different robot hands against the
human. The proposed methodology can be used not only to
grade the human-likeness of specific robot hands, but also
to provide specifications, for the design of a new generation
of highly dexterous anthropomorphic robot hands. An open
source toolbox implementing the proposed methods is available [27]. Regarding future directions we plan to extend the
our study comparing more robot hands (e.g. like the ACT
hand), as well as to take into account human synergies and
possible synergistic characteristics2 , of the robot systems.
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